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Wez Clarke
With a strong hand in dance and a long spell DJing at the top level
Wez Clarke is not your usual studio type. NIGEL JOPSON takes notes.

W

ez Clarke mixed dance beats with pop-classical for Clean Bandit,
and he and the stellar songwriting quartet were rewarded with a
Grammy for Rather Be (featuring vocalist Jess Glynne). Winning
the 2015 Grammy for Best Dance Recording, from an extremely
strong field of nominees this year, was an industry acknowledgement that
Clarke has found his niche as a specialist mixer of radio and club-friendly hits.
As a musician and producer, Wez spent several years spanning dance genres
— from Hardcore Jungle to Breakbeat — Garage, House and Electro. Tunes
like What Can I Do, It’ll be OK, What Is Electro? Stand Up (featuring Katherine
Ellis), several collaborations with Maxine Hardcastle, the Wilder & Clarke duo
and remixes for Raul Rincon, Switch, Shiny Grey and many, many others
seemed a constant feature in the Club and Cool Cuts charts. As a resident DJ
for the Hed Kandi imprint, Wez spun decks in the club hotspots of the world as
well as mixing and mastering many of the popular Hed Kandi CD compilations
— famous for their memorable artwork by Jason Brooks.
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After retiring from DJing, Wez used his dancefloor nous to good effect, mixing
for Alexandra Burke, Rita Ora, Example, Tinie Tempah and James Arthur.
Resolution interviewed Clarke at his newly-refurbished London mix room,
recently equipped with Geithain monitors and an SSL AWS924 mixer, where he
had a dizzying array of mixes lined up for Hardsoul, Dornik, Lauren Aquilina,
Wiley, Meridian Dan and Jermain Jackman. (photos: www.recordproduction.com)

I remember reading in a Jockey Slut profile of you that you had
started DJing when you were 12 or something — is that true?
It’s true! I used to make songs on a tape player, using record and play, chopping
things up. One day I thought it would be nice to play a beat while I was hearing
something else, so I went into a shop and described what I wanted and was told:
‘you need a mixer!’ So my Dad bought me a Roclab [Phonic] MRT60 mixer. I
started making songs by mixing in parts of film soundtracks with beats — then
I realised that people who had those sorts of mixers also had two turntables so
I eventually managed to persuade my Dad to buy them as well! I started DJing,
and went on doing it for 20 years, before I figured my ears couldn’t handle it
anymore … I was vinyl only for about 8 years, then I switched to the CDJ, only
because I joined Hed Kandi and it was much easier flying around the world, you
can’t really fly with a huge crate of vinyl.
Tell us about signing with Hed Kandi, because they were a gold
standard for several years and meant so much to many clubbers.
I was DJing in my home town, warming up for a Hed Kandi night, I was playing
some of my own productions and the Hed Kandi DJ wanted to get me in the
studio. One of their DJs then broke his leg or something, and I was offered a
gig in Amsterdam. At the time I was really frightened of flying, so I was more
worried about the flight than the gig! But I soon got over the fear of flying and
ended up DJing for five years with Hed Kandi. I used to mix and master their
compilation albums as well.
Hed Kandi were the zenith of party CDs — the discs were so
popular because the mix of tracks took you on a journey — was
that a fun job to do?
There was definitely a lot of planning going on with those albums to make that
journey happen. We mixed them in Ableton Live, and it was a huge job to make all
the songs match in key and timing … looking back it seems an absolute nightmare!
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The early versions of Ableton only had a single time-stretch algorithm…
We used to use it in repitch mode all the time, just to keep the quality as high
as possible. There’s whooshes and all sorts being added along the way to make
the changes as smooth as possible. I used to take each channel and then bounce
it out to master in Pro Tools, because at the time Live didn’t have many good
plug-ins available. Everything would go into Pro Tools timed up, I’d master it,
then I’d chop it all up to do track marks — I think I was using Toast with Jam
on the Mac, very old school — and then burn PMCDs and send them off. It
just shows how technology moves on: within a few years, all the digital tools
we previously used seem impossibly out of date. Eventually I got to the point
where I didn’t want to DJ anymore, I went on mastering the albums for a while,
I had been doing mix work for several years but the turning point came when I
hooked up with my current manager, Hannah Joseph.
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a system now with my outboard — I literally never adjust any controls — if I
need to change anything I buy another compressor and set it to a different ratio!

You’ve developed a knack of mixing radio-friendly songs so they also
sound good loud on the dance floor, as you did with Clean Bandit.
Rather Be was quite dynamic for a modern dance track. A lot of people have
picked up on that, although I don’t believe I necessarily thought that at the
time. I have a club PA in my mix room, maybe that encourages me not to have
mixes sounding harsh. The JBL M350 nightclub-style speakers with horns and
15-inch bass are in soffits in the rear wall of my mix room. You don’t have to
have it very loud through the JBLs, you quickly get the vibe of a big sound
system. If I’m not listening on my Geithain monitors, I use a small iHome clockradio which I have off to one side of the mixer as a reference. While I’m mixing
I’m flicking between those three different references all the time.
The SSL has a compact format — do you do a lot of preliminary
work on the sessions you receive to mix to fit them on the desk?
I do. I suppose I should really have an assistant like most mix engineers, but I’m
such a control freak I like to do it all myself. There might be 100 or so tracks, and
I need to get them down to 24. I generally colour code tracks which I’ve grouped
to channels. Each channel on the desk is a colour, then if something is not sitting
right in the submix, I just flick the monitor over to the Pro Tools session and
make an adjustment. I’ve had the SSL AWS since January, and I’m so happy
with it I haven’t looked back. Although I worked on desks when I started out
… you buy one bit of equipment and then remember how good it was to work
that way! I find it so much quicker — there are pros and cons — obviously the
recall for a mix is much longer, about 20 minutes with my setup. I’ve got into
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On the Tinie Tempah/Jess Glynne collaboration Not Letting Go you
have the vocal very compressed, but with no sibilance …
I’m using my WesAudio beta76 compressor, a replica of the famous 1176 blackface limiter: there’s something about them, they can make things sound quite
bright when you button them in, but in a good way.
Sibilance used to be a bit of a struggle at times, when I was working in-thebox, but as soon as you put a vocal through some analogue gear you can boost
the top end quite a lot. I do use a Waves De-Esser as part of my chain, usually
before the audio leaves Pro Tools. I don’t really use any plug-in EQ anymore.
Since I’ve got the SSL desk, I can’t remember using any software EQ. To me, the
SSL sounds better, so why would I not use it?
I’m getting the impression you do the ‘busy work’ in-the-box,
maybe draw in some automation, and leave the bold strokes in the
mix picture for the analogue equipment.
Yes, in fact I’m doing all the automation in Pro Tools, as I haven’t had time to
get my head around a method of working with the SSL automation. Unless I’m
going through an analogue compressor, I still do all the moves in Pro Tools.
There was a huge evolution in dance music during the 90s —
Leftism, Dust Brothers, Groove Armada — it took years to build.
Recently it seems most producers have just discarded that sound,
but you seem to reference it in your mixes.
I love that album — Leftism by Leftfield — it’s one of my favourite records of
all time. It’s not surprising I’m aiming for that sort of feel in the rhythm tracks.
If your bass is too overpowering it will always show up on radio … for me, the
kick has to be the solid element. If the bass is loud and overpowering the kick
it will overtake the whole song, it will duck the vocals and melody on radio. I
use some side-chaining normally with the kick and bass, side-chaining the bass
against the kick, as with most dance music — just to give it some space.
Do you use a sound replacer for adding samples?
No, I just do it in Pro Tools, I have four or five kicks that I normally use for
different types of mix. I use a classic Linn sample quite often.
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When I listen to your mixes, I often hear classic rhythm
machine samples, but it sounds like you cut the sample tails
quite sharply?
I use transient designer quite a lot to do things like that, and on certain
records — DJ Fresh, Hot Right Now — when I mixed that, I had a TR-909
in the studio, and we used some drums off there. I like many of the older
machine sounds, LinnDrum especially, for the way they sit in the mix. I
don’t like tracks to sound too busy, even if there is a lot going on musically.
If I ever have to swap a bass sound I will generally use my analogue Moog
rather than a virtual instrument. The bottom end just doesn’t sound quite
right if it’s done on a virtual synth, and I can have my Moog running live
with the mix. I feel like soft synths create a false bottom end, it just doesn’t
sound real. When you go down the scale on an analogue synth, it seems to
all stay the same power, which hardly ever seems to be the case with virtual
instruments.
What’s your strategy for dynamics processing on the stereo bus?
I use the SSL stereo compressor on the AWS, although I could never get on
with any of the plug-in emulations of the SSL master comp. It’s only 1 or
2dB, I just use it as a little bit of glue to keep the track together. Then I may
have a limiter sometimes in-the-box. I hate to go crazy on stereo processing
because I feel if you need to do too much on the master bus there must be
something wrong with the mix. I send percussion elements in the mix out on
a record bus to the other hardware SSL compressor which I slam — parallel
compression — which I then bring back and feed into the mix via an EQ. I
don’t send the kick drum through it, it’s generally hihats, percussion, claps
— I adjust the amounts as I set up the mix, and with the AWS there’s exact
recall of the settings.
What have you got up on the desk at the moment?
I’m working on Jess Glynne’s record, I’m mixing about half of the album and
Serban Ghenea is mixing the more hip hop-style tracks. Today I’m working
on her third single, Don’t Be So Hard On Yourself.
How do you make the 2 beat on this song fit with the 4 on the
floor kick, do you always put claps with it like on this mix?
On this track I made the percussive elements less stereo, and took a lot of top
end away to make them sit well with the vocal. I didn’t really like the snare
sound, it sounded like there was distortion on the kick when the snare was
too loud, so I put some compressed reverb on the claps and mixed them a
bit more prominently.
The way the piano stab decay swells up really adds to the swing
of this song, how did you get the effect?
I used a plug-in called OTT, a free plug-in from Steve Duda’s Xfer Records,
intended to emulate an Ableton preset from Live’s multiband compressor
which all the DnB lot used to use. If you apply it sparingly, it really elongates
a piano’s sustain, although if there’s any noise recorded on the track it brings
that up as well! Sometimes I’ll use it in parallel.
How do you parallel compress an instrument in Pro Tools, do
you duplicate the track?
Yes, but with the particular OTT plug-in you have to be careful because it
doesn’t seem to take any notice of delay compensation. You have to insert
another OTT plug-in on the ‘normal’ track and leave it at zero.
How did you initially learn your production skills, as you never
had a traditional studio-style training?
My older brother bought a lot of samplers and keyboards, he’d often ask me
for advice on his music and I’d help him with mixes when I was a teenager. I
definitely think my years of DJing in clubs taught me a hell of a lot. It taught
me how a kick drum should sit. I’d play the records I’d produced myself at
home in my DJ set and think: ‘… mmm, the speakers aren’t moving quite
how they should be!’ You realise you have to mix the kick drum much louder
than you imagine, and you notice other little details you just wouldn’t know
otherwise.
What is your opinion of the massive rise in popularity of
Electronic Dance Music in the US in 2013 — was it a dance
music bubble?
It definitely had it’s time, but now things have progressed. I moved into
mixing from producing dance music about ten years ago — there will always
be someone younger and better than you — you need to find your own
niche, stick to that and become really good at that one thing. n
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